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A church does not age as mankind does. A church measures its span of time, instead, by the continuous 
bringing of souls closer to God through the graces of the Holy Sacraments, the spiritual services it 
renders, the cultural developments it fosters, the social progress it encourages and supports, and the 
heritage it passes on to future generations.
Thus a church like St. Joseph's, though full of years, remains youthful, vigorous and resilient. In a very 
real sense it is the product of its time, a creation of the place where it has flourished under the astute 
leadership of its pastors and the examples of sacrifice, courage and faithfulness set by its followers.
St. Joseph's can be viewed as a mirror - an echo - a response, if you will, to the life of the city and to 
the faith professed by the many thousands who have worshiped here since the founding day, October 
24, 1892, three-quarters of a century ago.
A capsule review of the seventy-five years of grace, though somewhat sketchy in the early days, 
shows that St. Joseph's history embraces four distinct periods:
— The Founding Years (1891 - 1911). A resolute band of Polish immigrants struggled to find the 
leadership and win the battle to organize and establish a Polish church and parish within the frame-
work of Roman Catholicism, and then, through sheer self-help and self- reliance in spite of economic 
hardships, rooted firmly the foundations to withstand the vagaries of time.
— The Growing Years (1911 - 1934). A new and larger church and school were erected to provide 
adequate facilities for the spiritual and educational welfare of the faithful, growing from the heavy 
influx of Polish immigrants and the birth of a new generation. The elementary school grew from 
four to eight grades with fifteen classrooms, while enrollment in the parish reached the zenith of its 
growth with 3,000 families, representing some 10,000 souls.
— The Forward Years (1934 - 1966). A three-step expansion of educational opportunities advanced 
the most brilliant 32 years of the parish's history. A Junior High School was established, followed by 
a four-year, fully state-accredited Parochial High School. A subsequent addition doubled the size of 
the secondary school building and student enrollment to nearly 900. The parish complex spread to 
include a chapel annex and a cemetery of approximately 30 acres.
— The Ecumenical Years. A resurgent Catholic and Apostolic Church set aside some time-worn, 
hallowed traditions in a true spirit of amity and unity toward all Christian faiths to meet the challenge 
of a changing world with a changeless Christ.
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Five Wars
Adding a reflexive note, five wars punctuated St. Joseph's history while sons (and daughters, WW 
II) served their country gallantly during the Spanish-American War, World Wars I and II, the Korean 
War and the War in Vietnam. From Havana Harbor and Manila Bay to Marne and Verdun, from Pearl 
Harbor and Corregidor to the Normandy beaches to Seoul, from Saigon and Da Nang to - where 
next? - each generation has paid the price for freedom and a better place in which to live.
Strangely, one oddity persists in hanging on doggedly with the parish on significant milestones. The 
Silver Jubilee came during World War I; the Golden Jubilee was marked during World War II; and 
the Diamond Jubilee while the war is going on in Vietnam, Asia.
Workingman's Saint
Nestled in the heart of industrial Delaware Valley, the City of Camden bears a unique distinction in 
having two prominent religious institutions under the patronage of St. Joseph, the workingman's saint. 
Because of the similarity in names, and because each church in its own particular way enriched life 
and the faith, the section of the city in which they are located is often used as an added appellation. 
In reference they are designated as being either in South Camden or in East Camden.
Ordinarily such information could be treated as trivia. Nonetheless, since a Diamond Jubilee is not 
a common occurrence, it does bear some relevancy. Moreover, a future historian of the church, if 
he so desires, can find a useful link here to forge a chain of other interesting observations without 
too much research.
Different Physically
The historical kinship between the two churches extends beyond sameness of faith and name. Exactly 
six months separate their founding dates, albeit, after that other forms of similarity are not as pro-
nounced. Physically the difference in features is as wide as can be found in comparing old European 
cathedrals with modern, functional churches burgeoning all over America the past two decades.
St. Joseph's of East Camden was incorporated April 24, 1893. Nine months later a wooden structure 
was raised on the eastern end of a tract of land at the junction of Westfield Avenue and Federal Street.
A portion then in use as St. Patrick's Cemetery was the burial place for many early Polish settlers 
in Camden. The present church, beautifully designed along contemporary lines, was built in 1952. 
Approximately two miles separate the churches while on either side of the Cathedral of the Immac-
ulate Conception, centrally located, is the business section of the city.
Shortly after the Most Reverend Celestine J. Damiano arrived here in 1960, as the third Ordinary 
of the Diocese of Camden, the East Camden church was designated as a Pro-Cathedral for special 
ecclesiastical functions to accommodate larger gatherings of the faithful.
On the other hand, when Archbishop Damiano first saw the South Camden church, he told the pa-
rishioners how delighted he was to have a church in his diocese patterned in the traditional beauty 
of European churches. The Baroque architecture reminded him of Rome, Italy, where he spent much 
time during the seven years he spent shuffling between duties as Apostolic Delegate to Africa and 
Archbishop of the South African Diocese of Praetoria.
In 1942 the late Bishop Bartholomew J. Eustace expressed his admiration eloquently in a letter 
published for the Fiftieth Anniversary Book, authored by Dr. Karol Wachtl. In his message of felici-
tations on the memorable occasion, the first Bishop of the newly formed Diocese of Camden, wrote 
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that many visitors from abroad often remark that the churches of this country seemed to them rather 
small. Not because the visitor found the extent of ground covered inconsiderable, or the height of 
the occupying structure diminutive, but because a certain boldness of design was often lacking and 
an almost apologetic manner of construction was employed for churches thrust into side streets or 
crowded between rows of secular buildings. The churches in the United States, he noted, have not 
dominated the scene to the extent of those in the older countries of Europe, or even Canada and 
Mexico in the New World.
It is a venerable and true saying the best belongs to God, he counseled them. In the city of man, the 
House of God should rightfully occupy first place, seeing that a Catholic church embodies an incom-
parably larger idea than any of man's making. The grand edifice that stands well above the surrounding 
dwellings at the corner of Tenth and Mechanic Streets always affected him as representative of the 
better traditions, and those who built it seemed to have known that their holy religion was in nothing 
secondary — it must be as noble as the material resources of the faithful permitted. The primacy of 
the Catholic Faith was a lesson learned in the homeland and not forgotten in the land of adoption.
Ancestral Roots
Pour a glass of water over a flat, hardtop surface. Watch the puddle spread rapidly outward. At the 
outer edges a few beads separate momentarily only to become engulfed again in the whole as the 
liquid slowly continues to widen in scope until the limit is reached in its ratio by volume and weight. 
Not too far away, splashes of tiny droplets settle alone like exploratory scouts on a military mission, 
tauntingly daring the mass of which they once were a part to follow.
This visual demonstration can be used to illustrate simply an answer to those who have questioned 
why it took the Polish people so long to stretch into the hinterlands when the first ancestral roots 
were planted in America during the early years of the Republic.
Speaking a foreign tongue and hearing in return an unfamiliar language, they realized the totalness 
of being in a totally strange land. Prudently they elected to remain together as a colony in New York 
City, the port of entry where later others would pour out of Ellis Island's immigration station. They 
felt more secure in dealing with those who shared similar vocabularies and outlook.
No relatives or friends were on hand to embrace the pioneer settlers at debarkation. The lone greeting 
of welcome was symbolized by the Statue of Liberty, standing majestically with upraised arm on 
Bedloe's Island in New York Harbor. Though most of them could not read a word of English, they 
understood the meaning of the inscription on a tablet in the main entrance to the pedestal, which 
proclaimed to the world in part:
"Give me your tired, your poor, your huddled masses yearning to breathe free. The wretched refuse 
of your teeming shore. Send them, the homeless, tempest-tost to me. I lift my lamp beside the golden 
door."
Unrestricted Immigration
For almost a hundred years after this nation was founded, the Federal Laws did not incorporate any 
restrictions against the admission of aliens. The national policy then favored unrestricted immigra-
tion, and this policy was richly rewarded through substantial contributions made by immigrants and 
their descendants in the building of this country.
A Government booklet on the history of Ellis Island declares the descendants of the pioneers who 
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landed at Plymouth Rock and those who landed at Ellis Island both helped to build the United States 
of America. To refer only to the settlers who reached this country before 1776 as colonists is to set 
up an artificial distinction. In reality, all who came to settle here were immigrants.
After the American Revolutionary War, only a trickle of adventuresome Polish youths left their home-
land to follow in the footsteps of Poland's illustrious freedom warriors, General Thaddeus Kosciuszko, 
the father of West Point, and Brigadier General Casimir Pulaski. Relatively, a mere sprinkling found 
escape to freedom following the abortive 1863 uprising in Poland. Until the Franco-German War in 
1870, most immigrants from Europe came from England, Ireland, the Scandinavian countries and 
Germany. But when the three militaristic powers, who had thrice partitioned Poland since 1772, 
began conscription of young men into their armies, the surging tide of escape to a free society grew 
into a flood.
Poles Lost Identity
In the fifty years between 1871 and 1920, more than twenty-six million persons were cleared through 
immigration centers located in New York, Philadelphia, Gloucester City, and at the borders of Canada. 
More than one-half of this number came chiefly from Hungary, Italy, Russia, Austria, and Germany. 
Poland's captured nationals lost their identity while under the oppressive yoke of foreign masters 
for 125 years. Their entry into the country was credited to the last three named countries. Thus, St. 
Joseph's parish records list the birthplace of early parishioners either in Prussia (Germany), Russia 
or Austria — not Poland. As a matter of fact, a very high percentage of first families involved in 
marriages and baptisms have their origin listed in the parish registry as coming from Prussia.

THE FOUNDING YEARS
The peak decade of immigration was registered in the 1901-1910 years, when nearly nine million 
Europeans were admitted into the United States. From 1905 to 1914, an average of slightly better 
than a million aliens entered the country each year. Following the outbreak of World War I, the vol-
ume declined sharply, and the annual average from 1915 to 1920 slumped to 250,000. In 1921 the 
number of aliens permitted entry was determined by the President in accordance with Congressional 
enactments.
After World War II the number of immigrants admitted annually was affected by special legislation 
governing admission of displaced persons. Since 1945 nearly 180,000 have been admitted here un-
der various refugee relief acts. St. Joseph's has many such families for parishioners whose post-war 
plight was eased through the direct effort of Monsignor Arthur B. Strenski when he was appointed 
Director of the Diocesan Displaced Persons Bureau in 1950.
The first emigre spillover from New York into New Jersey settled in Jersey City, Bayonne, and New-
ark, the three cities nearest the port of entry. Trenton followed and preceded St. Joseph's by one year 
in founding a Polish church, Holy Cross, in 1891.
Unknown at the time, the exodus from Europe in 1872 produced the nucleus that twenty-one years 
later formed the mass known today as St. Joseph's parish. Eight founding fathers came to the United 
States that year led by twenty-year-old Valentine Urban, with his brother John, Valentine Pepeta, 
Vincent Grembowski, Andrew Szczechowski, plus the families of Adalbert Jozwiak, Casimir Grem-
bowski, and Joseph Hyski.
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The Urban boys' father, Stanislaw, arrived the following year and shortly thereafter the Polish Col-
ony grew to eighty-three families with the arrival of Stanislaus Lubonski, Joseph Wojt- kowiak, 
Joseph Kownacki, Stanislaus and Francis Dera, Joseph Duchniecki, Vincent Michalak, Adalbert 
Mazur, Jacob Slomkowski, Valentine and John Meksa, John Rozycki, Michael Silski, Maximilian 
Jarosz, Matthew and John Siuda, John and Jacob Grajek, Paul Rukowski, Theodore Walter, Stanis-
laus Rozanski, Francis Ligocki, Joseph Kraczyk, Adam Busz, Valentine Burzynski, Martin Jelonek, 
Ignatius Kowalczyk, Stephen Pierzynski, John Radomski, John Albert, Edward Wolf, Bronislaw 
Derowski, and Lillian Szkemo.
These families are listed with others in the early parish records as the 178 founding families. The 
family names are memorialized elsewhere in the 75th Anniversary Yearbook. Today there are only 
a few of the first generation still living, and they are great-grandparents.
Surmount Three Obstacles
It was perfectly natural in polyglot America for separate ethnic groups to settle around a church where 
in their own vernacular they could exercise in common the culture and traditions brought along as 
a heritage from Europe. The Poles, who began settling in Camden around 1870, were no different 
than others in this respect. Deeply devoted to their own religion and practices, they attended existing 
churches but sadly missed the pageantry of their rural village churches in Poland, where even there 
in several areas their oppressors either forbade or discouraged anything in Polish.
Granted permission here to set up their own church, manned by Polish priests and following Polish 
customs, the Camden Poles faced three obstacles which took almost twenty-one years to surmount. 
The "deficiency gap" during the pre-founding days was caused, first — as a group they were too 
thinly scattered in different sectors of the city. Nowhere were they strong enough in numbers to as-
sure support of a church beside meeting their own needs. Second — they lacked trained leadership 
to organize. The immigrant generation was composed mostly of industrial workers, whose education 
was limited in a captive nation, and illiterate peasants, who lived in virtual serfdom for the landed 
gentry in a dismembered Poland. Third — there was a shortage of Polish-speaking priests from 
whom they could hear Polish sermons and to whom they could confess and confide while, in return, 
receive instructions for their spiritual and tempo¬ral well-being in the language they understood.
To obtain some of these graces, a few living children of the pioneers recall regular attendance in 
those days at two Polish churches in Philadelphia, St. Stanislaus and St. Laurentius. Their hardiness 
and strength of faith was tested every Sunday, rain or shine, when they walked with other families 
to the Ferry House at Vine Street, crossed the Delaware River to the Shackamaxon Ferry House, 
from where they walked about three miles to "St. Lawrence's" in Fishtown, one of Philadelphia's 
scattered communities before its consolidation into one city, where the church was founded in 1885.
First Breath of Life
For some unfathomable reason the unseen hand of God seems to guide all humble beginnings that 
eventually develop into great historic moments. The most classic example of all time in the genre 
of history is "The Bethlehem Story," when in the simplest of surroundings Jesus Christ, the Prince 
of Peace, was born in a stable as the Saviour of Mankind.
Throughout the ages many other important occasions, great and small, had their genesis without the 
benefit of blaring trumpets or the presence of a skilled chronicler to save for posterity the minutest 
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details of an historic happening.
The first breath of life given the future South Camden parish came inconspicuously when a handful 
of men gathered routinely in the home of Joseph Wojtkowiak in the 1100 block of Kaighn Avenue on 
a Sunday afternoon, January 27, 1891, to form a St. Joseph's Society of their own. It was an offshoot 
of a similar spiritual unit several joined four years earlier with a parish in Philadelphia.
St. Joseph's was also the name of Philadelphia's oldest church established by Jesuit Missionaries 
in 1741 on famous Willings Alley, between Third and Walnut Streets. The future founders of the 
Camden parish attended there often when they discovered Polish-speaking Jesuits stopped there 
from time to time while on mission work.
Choice of Name
The formation of this group probably influenced the choice of name for the new church they planned 
to organize. Otherwise, how or why St. Joseph was chosen remains a mystery. The significance of 
the occasion never occurred to them so no one bothered to footnote the purpose more or less as 
historic correspondence.
If the founding fathers had followed the usual pattern customary in those days, they might have hon-
ored one or more than a score of Poland's saintly men and women who were canonized since their 
fatherland adopted Christianity in 966, such as St. Adalbert (Wojciech), St. Stanislaus, St. Hedwig, 
St. John Cantius, or St. Ladislaus, just to mention a few whose names are almost like trademarks 
that instantly identify a Polish church or parish.
Understandably, there was no sign of conflict over the choice of name. The strong attachment to 
St. Joseph is universal among Poles. They revere the patron saint of a happy death akin to the re-
lationship between Ireland and St. Patrick. Each year Poles everywhere treat the Feast Day of St. 
Joseph on March 19th as something very special - much like the Irish love to glory on March 17th, 
St. Patrick's Day.
Head of Holy Family
It is a rare Polish family, indeed, that does not have someone with the namesake of Joseph or Jose-
phine, acquired either at baptism or taken at confirmation. This record of devotion cannot be matched 
even in the Latin countries of the Western Hemisphere where "Jose" is a fairly common name.
Poles regard the spouse of the Blessed Mother as head of the household, the Holy Family. A natural 
corollary of this association reflects in the honor and respect Polish families have for their fathers 
and grandfathers. This affinity has been instrumental in developing strong family ties for the pres-
ervation of civilization of the past which is passed on to the children. Without respect for parental 
guidance and teachings, the cultural fineness of society is not handed on; it crumbles away to slide 
back to cavemen days. Even the Communist regime controlling Poland today is having a hard time 
cracking this heritage. Perhaps in God's long-range plans, Christian Poland may be the instrument 
to bring back Russia into the fold through its fine example of Christian life.
Pick Committee
The first minutes reveal the men opened the meeting by invoking the guidance of the Holy Spirit 
and the protection of the Blessed Virgin Mary. A committee of eight was selected and charged with 
the responsibility of formulating plans for the establishment of a Polish Roman Catholic Church. 
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Those elected as officers were Valentine Pepeta, President; Adalbert Mazur, Vice President; Theodore 
Walter, Treasurer; Valentine Meksa, Financial Secretary; Vincent Michalak, Joseph Wojtkowiak and 
John Rozycki, Directors. Jacob Slomkowski was named Recording Secretary later.
A resolution adopted by the thirty persons present levied a 50 cents per family monthly assessment 
for the support of the church program. A sum of $226 was yielded to the first treasury, after which 
the meeting closed with another inspirational prayer. The precious minutes, written by Acting Sec-
retary Mazur noted;
".. .and as they were leaving they all appeared to be satisfied with what had been accomplished."
Similar gatherings were held at regular intervals, and as the number of faithful grew, the contributions 
increased proportionately. Soon a donation of $100 from the recently formed St Joseph's Society 
gave, as Secretary Slomkowski wrote, "evidence of the prevailing spirit."
Twenty-one months after its inception, papers of incorporation were duly filed on October 24, 1892, 
with Bishop Michael O'Farrel in Tienton as President of the Board of Trustees; Vicar General Very 
Reverend James McFaul, Vice President; Reverend Michael Baranski, Secretary-Treasurer; Adalbert 
Mazur and Paul Rakowski, lay members of the board.
Rent Temporary Church
The test of a religious group is not what it might accomplish under ideal conditions, but how it 
weathers adversity and adapts to changing conditions. Any individual or group working for the bet-
terment of mankind faces powerful opposition. All forces of evil, ignorance and apathy are obstacles 
to overcome. In the continuing struggle, few victories are won easily.
Before permission was granted by Bishop O'Farrell for the rental of a one-story, clapboard struc-
ture on Broadway near Kaighn Avenue for use as a temporary church (Camden Trust Company's 
South Camden Branch now occupies the original site), future parishioners living in North and East 
Camden attended Immaculate Conception Church (c. 1864), where they found a real friend in Dean 
Mulligan, the pastor. His sympathetic understanding, cooperation and advice to Trenton resulted in 
the pro tem arrangement.
Polish residents thriving in the southernmost parts of Camden, such as Centerville and "Sweet Potato 
Hill," went to Sacred Heart Church (c. 1872) when it was a Mission at Eighth and Van Hook Streets, 
before its present location at Broadway and Ferry Avenue, while newer arrivals from Philadelphia 
continued to travel to St. Stanislaus (c. 1891) for spiritual solace.
Meanwhile, many of those from Prussia living in South Camden found a rewarding experience 
because of their ability to speak German by attending SS. Peter and Paul (c. 1867), then located at 
Fourth and Division Streets. They were married and had their children baptized there before a new 
church was built on Spruce Street off Broadway. Camden's Italian Catholics took over the old church 
in 1903 and renamed it after Our Lady of Mount Carmel.
Find Church Site
It was also at "Old St. Pete's" the early parishioners first met Father Labudzinski, a missioner, who 
alerted other Polish-speaking priests in the field about the plight in Camden. During his periodic 
visits he ministered to their spiritual needs, guided them in organizational work, and advised the 
purchase of five lots on the southeast corner of Mt. Ephraim and Kaighn Avenues as the ideal spot 
to build a church. About a hundred feet away on the northwest side, was a block-long pond which 
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at that time added a rustic look to the area. Efforts to keep Father Labudzinski as first pastor proved 
fruitless. He had Mission work to perform over a much larger area.
With the acquisition of land, the society applied to the Chancery in Trenton for the status of a parish 
with a pastor, along with a request for permission to start building a small church. Before making any 
hasty decisions, the Bishop sent Father Stephen Szymanowski here to study conditions and evaluate 
the situation. After eight months he was re-assigned and named pastor of a church in Perth Amboy 
where a Polish community was declared much farther advanced in its preparation as a parish. Once 
more the Bishop tried to enlist Father Labudzinski's support to become the first pastor. Again the re-
quest was turned down reluctantly. The continued dearth of Polish priests meant St. Joseph's Mission 
Church would continue without an appointed priest, and the society had to depend on missionaries 
and visiting priests from Philadelphia parishes on weekends to fill the vacuum.
The condition remained static while the nation's attention was riveted on Chicago, where the World's 
Columbian Exposition was held in 1893 to commemorate the 400th anniversary of the discovery 
of America by Columbus. The exposition was in the closing month of October when a young Jesuit 
priest, Father Felix Szulborski, appeared from St. Joseph's of Willings Alley. In spite of poor health 
he nurtured the fledgling mission flock for six months with the aid of two other Jesuits, Fathers 
Mlynarczyk and Dynia. In February, 1894, Father Szulborski died suddenly of pneumonia and was 
buried in Calvary Cemetery.

First Pastor
The mantle of first pastor was inherited by Father Michael Baranski, who earlier had participated 
prominently at the church's incorporation. After a long conference in Trenton with the newly appoint-
ed Bishop McFaul, who succeeded Bishop O'Farrell upon his death, also in 1894, Father Baranski 
agreed to resign from his pastorate of St. Stanislaus in South Philadelphia to take care of St. Joseph's, 
where many prospective parishioners were already acquainted with his stellar administrative work.
Father Baranski was the first of St. Joseph's seven pastors, each of whom was inordinately blessed 
with business acumen as a complementary power to other priestly qualities toward outstanding pas-
toral work. All possessed wisdom, courage, and decision that fitted in perfectly with their times as if 
matched or programmed for the appointments by a modern computer. Father Baranski was a superb 
organizer and the community's first developer of homes for his parishioners. He foresaw St. Joseph's 
in the mainstream of American Catholic life with the future at Tenth and Liberty Streets where he 
purchased a tract of land after selling at a profit the original plot as unsuitable for the parish's purposes.
The umbilical cord was cut from the Broadway church within a short time with the start of con-
struction of a new church. To keep down building costs the parishioners excavated the dirt for the 
foundations and work on the two-story building was completed in 1895 at a cost of $15,000. The top 
floor of the combination structure became the place of worship before the same altar that was used 
in the Broadway church, while the first floor area was developed into a school with two elementary 
classes which were followed progressively in the next two years to the third and fourth grades. Two 
lay teachers, Adam Trawinski and A. Fiust, the organist, taught the children until arrangements were 
made with the Sisters of Nazareth to staff the embryo school for two years. The Felician Sisters of 
Lodi, New Jersey, took over the teaching assignment next and now they have taught here continu-
ously for 67 years.
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Dedication day was the first official high point in the parish's history. Bishop McFaul led the exercises 
before a vast throng assembled from various points of the city and nearby parishes from Philadel-
phia. All the young church societies stepped out en masse for the public manifestation of faith, but 
the colorful uniformed Knights of St. Michael (Ulani) on horses hired from livery stables drew the 
greatest attention. For many years thereafter they led parades through city streets on May 3rd, the 
anniversary of the adoption of the 1791 Constitution by the Republic of Poland.
Small Family Incomes
The first decade for the nascent parish wasn't exactly the "Gay Nineties" that were viewed in retrospect 
by word historians of the era. The second ten years under Father Matthew Tarnowski, and less than 
two years of Father John Supinski, were also lean, penny-pinching times. How the families lived, how 
they fared, and how their prayers were answered are just as important factors of historical reference 
as the founding and dedication dates, because they reflect the spirit of the day and the exact degree 
of progress made by both the church and the community to which they belonged.
Family heads worked at the prevailing rate of ten cents an hour from ten to fourteen hours daily 
with Saturday afternoons off treated as half holidays. An average worker earned six dollars weekly. 
Those who brought home ten or more dollars were considered aristocrats of labor. To augment family 
incomes, boarders were taken in, mainly relatives or close family friends streaming in from Europe.
Housewives Magic Chefs
The family economic status was a direct function of the use a housewife made of avail¬able re-
sources. Meeting the challenge of feeding a large family, with perhaps a boarder or two thrown in 
for good measure, required skill so the Polish housewives turned into real magic chefs. They served 
wholesome family style meals, specializing in large pots of tantalizing soups made from plate meats 
and fresh garden vegetables grown in backyards and nearby idle lots, or bought from hucksters who 
peddled their daily specials with loud shouts around the neighborhood. Ample nourishment came 
from ground meat rolled in cabbage leaves (galabki), flour-fashioned dumplings (pierogi and kluski), 
beet soup (barszcz), jellied pigs feet, home-made Polish sausages (kielbasa), and heaping portions 
of spare ribs and sauer kraut.
Mothers did all their cooking on flat-top coal stoves, baking their own breads and yeast cakes (bab-
kis). Much fuel was used, but for economic purposes, nothing was wasted. Emptying ashes and 
sifting the hard coal to see that nothing was lost takes on an added quality of adventure in savings 
when recalled today. The warmth of those old-fashioned stoves and the delectable aroma of bread 
baking in the oven in the wintertime can never be replaced by anything modern for those who have 
experienced such pleasures.
Industrial Workers
Before the dawn of the electrical machine age, factory equipment was operated either by hand or by 
steam power, while shiftwork in industry was virtually unknown. Gas jets provided lighting in fac-
tories as well as in the homes. Where gas was unavailable, artificial lighting came from kerosene oil 
lamps. Transportation to and from work was made by nickel-fare trolleys, ferries or by "footmobile," 
a sturdy pair of legs. With the advent of the automobile, or horseless carriage, ten-cent jitney service 
competed with trolleys for the riding public.
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As industrial workers the men found employ¬ment in a number of diversified fields, such as Campbell 
Soup Company, Victor Talking Machine Company (now RCA), Esterbrook Pen Company, Interna-
tional Nickel Works, Farr & Bailey, linoleum products; Mac Andrew & Forbes, licorice manufactur-
ers; Armstrong Cork Company, Eavenson-Levering, and Howland Croft woolen mills. Those who 
travelled to Philadelphia found work at the huge Baldwin Locomotive Works (located, believe it or 
not, on Broad Street), sugar plants of Quaker, MacCahan's and Pennsylvania, or at many of the small 
iron and brass foundries in the area.
The Camden-Philadelphia area at the time was the world's center for leather tanning. Some of the 
major tanneries employing workers of the parish in their "morocco shops" or "garbarnias," as the 
Poles called them, were Keystone Leather, Allied Kid, Castle Kid, McNeely's, John R. Evans and 
Surpass Leather. New York Shipbuilding Corporation which, incidentally, went out of business this 
year, was formed in 1898 where most of the younger men were hired, including some fourteen year 
olds who falsified their age. It was a common practice in those days to see bright children, whose 
parents needed financial aid, drop out of school between the ages of twelve and fourteen.
Names Changed
Birth records in the early times were kept by city and state agencies on a hit or skip system and certif-
icates had little value to the employment managers who needed immediate help. It wasn't until 1920 
that birth records became mandatory in all the states of the United States. Without official certificates, 
hard to spell or pronounce Polish names were changed at the whim of a writer's pen. No one seemed 
worried, however, if at work they were ficticiously known as Smith, Johnson, Brown, Miller, Burke, 
or some other popular surname. But the changed names came in handy for a few when the ugly fangs 
of bigotry and bias were bared at Poles following the assassination of President McKin- ley in 1901 
by Leon Czolgosz, an anarchist who wasn't even a Pole. In a blanket indictment, the misguided and 
uninformed blamed the Poles for the President's death. Suffering indignities, harassment, ridicule, 
and in some cases bodily harm, the bewildered Poles took the abuses without whimper or malice.
Worked Long Hours
The long hours fathers worked kept many of them from enjoying normal family relations with their 
children until the weekends. They left for work while the children were still asleep. When they 
returned home from work, the youngsters were back in bed between the hours of seven and nine 
regularly every evening.
All of this flavor from the past may seem rather unreal to the present generation, but there were no 
movie houses, radios or television to distract the school children's attention from homework assign-
ments. The young filled the churches for Lenten devotions on Wednesday and Friday evenings and 
Vesper services Sunday afternoons. The parents did not have to grab their offspring by the scruff of 
the neck or drive them to church. They went willingly.
Life would be dull without interludes - things that lighten the harshness and illumine the lessons of 
life. In another age, as harsh as our own, home entertainment usually centered around gramophones 
or "Victrolas," as the granddaddies of the juke boxes or record players were then known. Later the 
player piano came with the music punched out in holes on a paper roll. The more affluent were en-
tertained at operas, theatrical stage plays, concerts and vaudeville shows. Summertime band concerts 
in public parks were free and were meant for everybody.
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Socially there were many fancy costume balls and polka dances mixed with popular and folk music 
for dancing in public halls. At home the flowery backyard gardens provided the setting for family 
and neighborly visits when the ladies would chat while knitting or crocheting and the menfolk found 
relaxation with playing cards, either pinochle or the vanished "Sixty-Six." A glass of beer meant 
someone "chased the duck" or "growler." Every family treasured a white, agate pitcher that poured 
ten to twelve glasses of beer for ten cents.
In a Polish community it is not uncommon even today for people to live in close associa¬tion with 
one another. Expectant mothers then were the community pets and all the ladies in the block chipped 
in with help for ordinary home chores until the new mother was on her feet again. Children were 
born at home - in hospitals only in severe or emergency cases.
The godparents, "kumoszka i kumoter," automatically became blood relatives. As the children were 
growing up, the godparents were always respectfully addressed as "chrzestna matka" and "chrzestny 
ojciec." They were revered just like natural parents because they were the first to bring them to God.
Girls Trained Homemakers
A woman's world during St. Joseph's founding period was tightly wrapped around domestic life. 
Employment opportunities and business careers for girls were scarce compared to today's open labor 
market where female jobs appear to outnumber those available for males. Clerical and secretarial 
work, formerly performed by young men with a business college background, now belonged almost 
exclusively to girls along with all other types of light factory work.
Years ago, twelve- and fourteen-year-old girl school-dropouts found jobs in a Camden lace factory, 
small clothing factories, or they learned how to roll hand-made cigars. Jokingly they referred to the 
cigar factories as a "finishing school or college." Some worked in woolen mills. On the way home 
from work tiny wisps of wool still clung to their hair or clothing while passing boys teasingly hailed 
them as "cotton dollies." For reasons unknown, the girls cracked back, "monkey stuffers," to shut 
up the boys.
Parents trained their daughters to become expert homemakers with specific household duties besides 
helping to care for the younger children. They learned to cook, bake, sew, and iron clothes while 
preparing for an eligible swain's proposal. The wedding feast took place in the bride's home, usually 
lasting more than one day for "poprawiny" (improvements).
There were no premarital bridal showers. Expensive wedding gifts were rare. One bride of yesteryear 
recalled receiving enough framed holy pictures to hang in every room of her home. Probably, she 
mused, to serve as a constant reminder of the holiness of her marriage state. Honeymoons were only 
for the rich, and without the aid of air-conditioning a bride ruthfully earned a money purse when she 
danced the "wianek" around her crown of myrtle placed in the center of the dance floor. Changing 
partners dropped money into the wreath for the privilege of dancing one swift whirl around the floor 
with the bride.
A sampling of communal living in the fading years of the Victorian epoch found family well- being 
hardly affected by the Spanish-American War. The battleship Maine was accidentally blown up in 
Havana Harbor in April, 1898, to start hostilities in an exchange of war blows with Spain that ter-
minated five months later with the capture of the Philippine Islands. Francis Matyasik became the 
first parish son on record to enlist in a foreign war when he joined with several other neighborhood 
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youths in the country's defense.
Budding Community
It was during this period the budding com¬munity began a miraculous growth, following Father 
Baranski's master stroke. Empty lots and nearby farmland became his target for the build¬ing of 
homes with the help of small contractors. He built two-story, semi-detached brick houses on Mechanic 
Street; brownstone front row homes on Tenth Street, and homes with porch fronts on Atlantic Avenue. 
The end house on Mechanic Street served as the first rectory with a beautiful flower garden on the 
Tenth Street side that disappeared when the Praiss family built a store there and became influential 
in parish life. Father Baranski provided the parishioners an opportunity to buy the homes he built 
for $900 and $1,000 by forming the Kosciuszko Savings and Loan Association. After nearly seventy 
years, the homes are still sturdy and in good repair.
Shortly before Father Baranski retired in 1901 he bought the six-acre Green Farm, making the 
down-payment with a small inheritance he had received. He lived there for a while after he was suc-
ceeded by Father Tarnowski. While planning a visit to Poland he tried to sell this land to the parish 
as a future investment where a new church could be built someday. But the price of $10,000 seemed 
too risky and the offer was rejected with regrets. Today the story is legend, especially when recalled 
by older parishioners. They look back wistfully at the site now occupied by West Jersey Hospital and 
remark ruefully, "Wouldn't our church look nice up there on the hill where people passing through 
Camden could see its beauty?"
Through the years parish priests have disagreed with this view. They reason any number of out-of-
place structures could have been built there since the city at the time did not have a strict zoning 
law. In their opinion the hospital is definitely an asset in the neighborhood and itsproximity to the 
church has resulted in thousands of souls being saved for God through the reception of sacramental 
graces before death and by many who survived near fatal illnesses or accidents.
New Rectory
Only one important physical change in the parish occurred under Father Tarnowski's pastorate from 
1901 until his death in 1910. Fewer than 500 parish families were enrolled in the parish with 300 
children receiving their primary education in the eight classrooms of the four- grade school. Times 
were difficult, particularly around 1907, when the country struggled through a business recession. 
Father Tarnowski gained the reputation of getting the most mileage out of every penny contributed 
by parishioners. His frugality paid off within a few years with the erection of a new rectory at a cost 
of $3,578, in spite of low wages and other related economic hardships.
The new rectory was an excellent replacement for the cramped house on Mechanic Street. It was 
erected adjacent to the church- school building and blended well with the existing brownstone 
structure. Priests of the parish were provided with adequate housing for living and working space. It 
became a more hospitable place to receive parishioners, who wished to transact spiritual business, as 
well as visiting church dignitaries and missionaries who would be guests of the parish at the rectory.
After Father Tarnowski's burial in Calvary Cemetery, Father Supinski arrived as pastor. He remained 
here not quite two years before accepting a new assignment in 1911. A new era was ushered in for 
the parish and the community with the appointment of Father Stephen Wierzyński as fourth pastor.
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THE GROWING YEARS
Before the mass immigration from Europe turned America's larger cities into sprawling cosmopolitan 
complexes, settlements composed exclusively of single nationalistic groups were virtually nonexistent 
in the colonial states since the Pilgrim days. The majority of first colonists came from the British 
Isles while those who followed in sporadic fashion spoke French, Swedish, Dutch and German. As 
lesser segments, they were easily assimilated into the make-up of the larger population whose basic 
tongue was English until almost subdued by uncontrolled immigration.
Resentment of this unplanned outgrowth was shown by the refusal of early Americans to associate 
themselves culturally and socially with those whom they considered as "illiterate, ignorant foreign-
ers." Forced by expediency and self-pride to overcome provincial ethnic prejudices, the aliens of 
non-Anglo-Saxon origin had no other recourse for a minority-minded defen- siveness except to form 
tight, self-sustained, self-contained communities that became the pluralistic weave of American life.
The two groups hit hardest by this moral and social wrong were those from Poland and Italy, some 
of whom found difficulty hurdling the language barrier. Their earnest effort to learn and speak En-
glish came slowly and at times may have sounded rather ludicrous or bizarre. Instead of meriting 
commendation, they became the butts of jokes burlesqued by comedians who wanted to draw laughs.
Hatred was evident in housing when it seemed no one wanted to live next door to a "foreigner." Life 
was made generally unbearable until the suffering family moved when it could no longer stand the 
harassment. Through it all there were no public complaints or remon- strations. Temporarily they 
overcrowded the poorer sections of the city "on the other side of the railroad tracks." They worked 
hard, saved enough money for a down-payment on a home of their own and, while shunning expen-
sive luxuries, worked a lifetime paying off the mortgage.
Named for Poet
Under the inspirational leadership of Father Wierzynski, whose pastoral work here covered four-
teen years, the parish grew incredibly fast into a predominantly Polish neighborhood. The locality 
is pin-pointed on the city's maps as residential Whitman Park, in honor of Camden's "Good Grey 
Poet." Until then, while officially unnamed, it was called "Polishtown" by the polite and respectful 
citizenry, who disregarded the coarser epithet used by the rude; a crude mispronouncement that 
stemmed, innocently enough, from a lack of dialogue and understanding when the Poles simply 
identified themselves as "Polak," a national of Poland. In view of the obstacles surmounted, for the 
once "unwanted" it seemed somewhat ironic during the uproarious housing-shortage years of the 
60's to have a new breed of sociologists wrongfully label as "walled villages" such areas as Whitman 
Park in the heavily populated northern cities of the nation.
Conditions of the neighborhood were primitive where sixteen years earlier Father Baranski planted 
the first seeds for a new St. Joseph's parish. In the outlying districts every back yard had its own 
well-water pump. Until the sewer lines were installed, and then extended, plumbing was of the outdoor 
variety. The 1900 house had no electricity, no indoor bathroom, or a very skimpy one at best, minimum 
kitchen fixtures, and no central heat. Rooms were heated by space heaters that used coal, gas or oil.
Within a relatively short period building contractors changed the contour of the land from open 
fields, cow and goat pastures, and small farmlands into one of the finest neighborhoods in the city. 
Over 3,000 homes were built, stretching southward from the church to the natural boundaries of 
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two large non-sectarian cemeteries at the perimeter of Woodlynne, a community about a mile away 
at the city line. Most of the homes are comfortable, two-story brick, semi-detached, single family 
dwellings with front porches, large flowery back yards, minimal fencing and all modern plumbing 
and sanitation facilities.
Polish-Style Orator
Great oratory is a cultural pleasure Poles always appreciate and enjoy sharing with others. When 
Polish-born "Wielebny Ksiądz Proboszcz Stefan Wierzyński" spoke from the pulpit to his parishioners 
for the first time he received an immediate stamp of approval. His listeners knew instantly he was 
cut from the old cloth of Polish-style rhetoricians, so common in the homeland. His lively gestures 
lacked flamboyance but he scored effectively either with a homily based on the Sunday's Gospel or 
at an exhortative lecture. His voice carried well without the aid of a microphone, and above all, he 
did what all priests want — he reached the people. He was the right priest in the right place at the 
right time.
At the outset it was plainly evident Father Wierzynski was going to pursue a course of plant expan-
sion. Not because he wished to earn a reputation as a builder but by sheer expediency. He had the 
foresight and extrasensory perception to recognize the fact that the growing years were beyond the 
creeping stage, due primarily to the continued influx of Polish emigres in addition to the brimful 
birth of a new generation.
Overcrowded Masses
Father Wierzynski's first move was to build a new church and use the vacated space for expanded 
schooling. It troubled him to see overcrowded conditions at Sunday Masses with many of the faithful 
jammed outside the doors of the second-floor stairwell. Moreover, he wasn't too keen on the idea 
of a place of worship on an upper floor where it was difficult for funeral services and struggling 
pall-bearers, who carried the casket up two winding flights of stairs.
Unlike two decades ago,- the site presented no problem since it was unalterably decided by Father 
Tarnowski, who a few years before his passing, had purchased a plot of ground directly behind the 
old church at Tenth and Mechanic Streets. The size was determined by immediate needs, plus those 
obvious in the future. The services of architect George I. Lovett were engaged in 1912 to design a 
church following the Baroque style of architecture prevailing in many European countries.
Unique Design
St. Joseph's stands unique among church buildings in Delaware Valley. Through the years students 
of architecture from nearby universities have been attracted here to study the simplicity of its grace-
ful design. With the practical solidity of symmetrically horizontal planes and bindings, the exterior 
is of metallic gray New Hampshire granite, which is noted for its durability. Adhering faithfully to 
Baroque features, the architect attached special importance to the principal entrance, then to the two 
subordinate accesses on either side. Entry can also be made through doorways at wing extensions 
that lead to the sanctuary area.
Rising high above the grand portal is a single spire finished at the top with an open-columned cupola. 
A twin cupola rests at the rear of the gable-shaped roof where a bell that was never installed was to 
ring only at Consecration. The single-steeple front is in itself an exception. As a rule Polish churches 
in America with adopted Gothic lines have two tapering steeples reaching skyward. By way of an 
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aside, the prominence of two-steepled churches served as an inspiration for imaginative bowlers 
in the East, who coined the suitable expression to describe the wide-open 7-10 split as a "Polish 
church." It was nice to find the church stood out so vividly in the minds of men engaged in sportive 
competition while under stress, however at times maybe not too prayerfully.
Resembles Cross
The interior has a high, arched ceiling nave separating two arcades supported by strong pillars. The 
most predominant place is the semicircular apse and a lofty, half-rounded cupola above the center 
altar. Two other altars in side niches are enclosed by the sanctuary rail, where at each end is a door-
way. The one at the right leads to the vestry and at the left to the baptismal font and the altar boys' 
dressing room. Outside entrances to both rooms are at the rear and side.
Facing the three altars is the choir gallery or organ loft from where a panoramic view of the interior 
resembles a cross with the main altar at the head and the pews, formed into a "T," the outstretched 
arms and body. The broad center aisle in the nave and two narrower passages in the arcades split the 
pew sections into a four-part arrangement with seating accommodations for more than a thousand 
worshipers.
The cost of the building was in excess of S 100,000, but it would be unfair to match value comparisons 
with the skyrocketing prices of everything in the inflationary Diamond Jubilee year. In the language 
of the day, it could easily be over one million dollars. The original outlay did not include the interior 
painting, which Father Wierzyński completed in 1923 at a cost of $15,000, nor the installation of 
stained-glass windows made possible later as memorials through the generosity of individual families 
and larger church societies.
Loved Parades
Work of the new House of God began in 1913, followed shortly thereafter with proper cornerstone 
laying formalities late in the same year. A warm, sunny Sunday afternoon in May, 1914, greeted 
Bishop McFaul at the dedication rites with a host of church dignitaries before a vast throng assem-
bled to witness the consecration. The day must have been extra jubilant to Father Wierzyński. He 
loved parades and processions. A number of parishioners who saw the ceremonies as children have 
retained a vivid impression of the parish's picturesque "Ulani" on horseback as they led the pageantry 
of bands and marching units in review.
Literally it can be said that Father Wierzynski rang the bell with his loudest celebration when the 
church bells were installed in the belfry. While the procession proceeded after the blessing ceremo-
nies, the three bells pealed continuously for more than an hour. St. Joseph's had its new bells and 
everyone in the vicinity heard about it.
A little-known fact of interest about all bells in Catholic churches is, at the time of their blessing, a 
name is given each bell. St. Joseph's bells named in order are Mary, the quarter-ton bell that rings at 
The Angelus; John, the half-ton bell, sounds the call for Sunday Masses; and Adalbert, the one-ton 
bell, tolls at funerals. The three bells ring in unison during processions and other occasions calling 
for special jubilation.
Actually, Father Wierzynski's enthusiasm for parades and processions always remained with him. He 
shunned personal ostentation but liked to make a big fuss about events he felt others should know 
about. Mrs. Stanley (Helen Grzesiak) Zglinicki, a granddaughter of founder Andrew Wyzykowski, 
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recalled her First Holy Communion Day, June 11, 1922, when Father Wierzynski induced a marching 
band to parade his largest class of first communicants up Mt. Ephraim Avenue to Van Hook Street 
and back for the first children's communion breakfast in the parish. "He was so proud of us," she 
said. "He wanted everybody to see how excited and happy we were on the day of our first reception 
of the Holy Eucharist."
Tidbits of the Times
The first-born generation of pioneer elders still has many of its family members living with¬in the 
parish boundaries. The founding Meksa brothers have church trustee Joseph Meksa and his sister, 
Mary Stepkowski, children of Valentine, and Mrs. Jules B. Derowski, daughter of John. Among many 
others are the children of the Urban and Dera brothers, the four Wojtkowiak brothers, Mazurs, Pojats, 
Pierzynskis, Knasts, Kowalczyks, Lubonskis, Wilinskis, Wielinskis, Wlodarczyks, Grajeks, Zajacs 
and Szalagiewiczes, all of whom contributed tidbits of the past.
Mrs. Marjan Laczynski speaks fondly of her father, Michael Silski, who accompanied Father Barans-
ki and John Witkowiak to the Trenton Chancery as a special committee of three to petition Bishop 
O'Farrell's approval of St. Joseph for the name of the new-born parish, while Stanley Rozanski's 
daughters, Martha and Mary Bretschneider, cherish an incident involving their father and Father 
Wierzynski after an unusually generous Easter collection. Banks did not offer day and night deposi-
tory services at the time and he was without a permanently assigned assistant. The pastor grew more 
apprehensive about being alone as the evening wore on, so he sent a messenger after his trustee. 
Hurriedly Rozanski returned home long enough to tell his family it was his duty to stay overnight at 
the rectory to avert a "money crisis."
Children Saved for Church
Deeply impressioned in the footpaths of many memory lanes are the school-vacationing children who 
worked for farmers in the summertime, picking berries, peas, beans, famous Jersey tomatoes, other 
garden-type vegetables and orchard-grown fruit ripened for harvesting. Their meager earnings were 
added to the savings made through denial of table-pleasure confections and store sweets. The money 
was pooled with whatever amount the parents saved to make up the fifty dollars Father Wierzynski 
needed from each family to build a new church.
Brushing aside the cobwebs of time dimmed by the passage of years, the young adults of the grow-
ing years remember when housewives didn't use the powerful detergents that are polluting rivers 
and streams today. The mothers scraped flakes or chipped yellow bars of Octagon, P & G or Fels 
Naphtha soap into a big copper boiler placed on the coal stove where the clothes were boiled before 
hand-scrubbing on a corrugated metal or glass washboard. Monday was washday and Tuesday was 
ironing day.
Every home had a costumer in the front hall for hanging coats and hats. Pills from the doctor or 
druggist came in round, cardboard boxes. Crowds gathered whenever a plane appeared in the sky, 
and the biggest-selling souvenir in Atlantic City was pin-cushions. Kids didn't wear long pants until 
they were thirteen, and then only if they were boys. They ran errands for a penny and dropouts were 
called hookey players.
The iceman was the most popular person with small children, especially during the hot summer 
days. On certain days he would call when the housewife placed a card in the window, indicating the 
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size of ice piece she wanted. He would chip off the block, sling it on his shoulder and lug it into the 
home, dripping water as he went along. Before he returned to his horse and wagon the kids would 
scurry around and grab off the ice chips and wait for his next stop, unless the mothers caught them 
and cooled their britches.
Great Baseball Fans
Baseball was the major sport attraction for both men and boys. In the evenings and over the weekends 
large gatherings watched the games being played at two baseball diamonds located near the Green 
farm. The Liberty Stars used the grounds called "The Pit" at Tenth and Lemon (Lansdown Avenue) 
Streets. The Camden Professionals drew their followers to a grassy spot known as "The Level," 
located at Tenth and Howe Streets. At one time or another nearly every boy played baseball or was 
a keen follower of the national pastime.
A lifelong baseball fan, John Mitchell Mikolajczak, whose founding family with others arrived with 
Father Baranski from South Philadelphia, cited among a number of outstanding players the four 
sons of founder Stanislaw Urban. During the halcyon days of the Philadelphia Athletics and Connie 
Mack's million- dollar infield. Tommy (Reds) Urban was the classiest third baseman in South Jersey. 
In everyone's opinion, he could have made any team in the big leagues if he had wanted to pursue a 
professional baseball career. Not far behind was his brother John, who was likened to Tris Speaker, 
the graceful Boston Red Sox star outfielder, and Joe, another flychaser. Charley (Lukie) Urban was 
a top-flight mounds- man, only a notch below Frank (Squirrelly) Nowak, who was compared to 
Christy Mathew- son, the great New York Giants' World Series hero.
The finest battery combination teamed Frank (Cannonball) Jaskolski with Eddie (Friday) Piontkowski 
behind the plate. Among other players who found favor with the fans were Joe (Bush) Burzynski, 
Joe (Plumber) Nowak, Steve Jarozynski, Joe (Smokey) Busz, Johnny (Hart) Harczynski and Frank 
(Boots) Caja. The two boys most popular with the players were the Piontkowski brothers, Larry and 
Bruno, who made sure there was always plenty of real, ice-cold lemonade on hand for the teams.
First Global War
The years before 1914 were the last when there seemed to be a real peace, quiet and secu¬rity on 
earth — a time when the world didn't know fear or anxiety and was confident of meeting the chal-
lenge of the future. Since then security has disappeared from a world spinning around in a turmoil 
of confusion while in the grip of a totalitarian despotism. In the fateful year of 1914, after Archduke 
Ferdinand was assassinated, Austria issued an ultimatum. Serbia failed to satisfy Austrian demands, 
and Austria declared war. Germany and Russia immediately mobilized. When Russia rejected Ger-
many's demand to cancel mobilization, Germany declared war, and the first global war was on.
U. S. Enters Conflict
Unrestricted submarine warfare on shipping forced the United States into the conflict. Thousands are 
still alive who can trace memories back to those confusing days when the country was responding to 
the call to arms. An army of volunteers was recruited through a poster campaign. "Uncle Sam Wants 
You" looked down from billboards all over the country. But this wasn't enough. Various expedients 
were tried until finally the draft was adopted.
An accurate record of parish youths who became "doughboys" or casualties in France is unknown. 
Of the many who did serve with the American Expeditionary Forces, seaman William Laskowski was 
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the first one lost when the destroyer Jacob Jones was sunk December 6, 1917, off the French coast. 
Army engineer John Wojtkowiak, named after his founding father, was killed in action November 
1.1918, ten days before the armistice was signed at Compiegne, France. The family names of both 
men have been perpetuated in their memory by the American Legion Laskowski-Wojtkowiak Post 
74 of Camden. The organization received its national charter March 8, 1928.
Dancing Sun
An event of deeply religious significance also took place in memorable 1917 while the Euro¬pean 
conflagration continued to scorch the face of the earth. A blinding flash of lightning frightened three 
children who were tending sheep in a remote field near Fatima, Portugal. They saw a dazzling globe 
of light a few feet away in the foliage of an evergreen oak. In the center of the globe, a lady described 
by the children as "more brilliant than the sun" told them she had a message and asked the children 
to return on the thirteenth day of each of the succeeding five months.
People are still living who were in the crowd of some 70,000 that saw the gyrations of the sun on 
October 13, 1917. None can say precisely what happened in the sky that day. Some influence beyond 
the known flow of natural causes was exerted on the eyes of the populace in the "Miracle of the 
Dancing Sun." No one knew, or even guessed, what sign was to be expected to support the children's 
claims that she was our Lady of the Rosary, as the lady announced to them when she last appeared. 
She gave them a message of peace and of prayer for the repentance of mankind's sins.
The Church's investigators were impressed by the details of the children's story, their unshakable 
agreement on what they saw, and a vision of a superbright sun seen by thousands at the site. After 
thirteen years of study, the visions were judged "worthy of credence." The historic spot of the appa-
ritions is hallowed today as a Shrine of Our Lady of Fatima and October, the Holy Rosary Month, 
is dedicated to prayers for peace.
First Jubilee
A self-imposed wartime austerity and sobriety governed the parish's Silver Jubilee celebration, October 
24, 1917. A Solemn Mass of Thanksgiving marked the spiritual gratefulness to God for His blessings, 
while nothing more publicly pretentious than a banquet concluded the anniversary festivities in the 
upper social and meeting hall where formerly church services were held. Too bad the achievements 
of the first twenty- five years were not chronicled by someone for a souvenir commemorative booklet, 
or even a modest program leaflet, heralding the auspicious occasion together with the guests who 
were present at the first significant milestone in the parish's history.
The war had brought a violent change in the economic conditions of the country. Munition factories 
and war plants offered unheard-of wages but goods were scarce. To protect the country from a ruinous 
inflationary spiral, the Government persuaded patriotic citizens to siphon off the surplus cash into 
Liberty Loan bond drives. Father Wierzynski kept apace of the wartime prosperity by a different 
tack. He set his sights on the extra money for an investment in education for the parish children.
Permission to extend schooling facilities had been granted earlier by Bishop Thomas A. Walsh, 
who became head of the Trenton Bishopric after Bishop McFaul's death in 1917. Work on the new 
school building had already begun. At the jubilee dinner it became known that the original plans for 
a two-story building were shelved and in its stead a three-story school would be erected with sixteen 
classrooms to accommodate over 900 students. This, then, at a cost of $60,000, was the anniversary 
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gift with love from the forefathers to the future generations. On September 5, 1920, Bishop Walsh 
dedicated the educational facility in time for the new school term.
Prohibition Days
A noble post-war experiment with undoubted social gains, if it had worked, began January 1, 1920, 
when the nation adopted the Volstead Act, a sumptuary legislation prohibiting the manufacture and 
sale of alcoholic beverages. Families were permitted to make their own home-brew for home con-
sumption. This encouraged many former saloon keepers to go into a new business of selling malt, 
hops and other ingredients for those who wanted to try their hand at brewing batches for social needs. 
Surprisingly, the emergency developed quite a number of local "brewmasters," whose product tasted 
much better than the real stuff, in the opinion of "kumotrys" who suddenly blos¬somed into taste 
experts. Nonetheless, the law proved clumsily unenforceable until gangsterism and national unrest 
repealed the measure in 1933.
Through the first years of Prohibition, Father Wierzynski toiled contentedly, reducing the church and 
school mortgages. The artistic painting of the church interior was his last major project two years 
before his fourteen years of progress came to a sudden end in April, 1924. A grief-stricken parish 
buried the faithful and tireless worker for God with proper tribute in Calvary Cemetery.
Astute Manager
The appointment of Reverend Francis Czer necki as fifth pastor of St. Joseph's Church came shortly 
after the burial of his predecessor. His assignment stirred great interest in the parish. He was already 
known here through frequent visits for special church functions. He was a recognized leader with an 
established reputation as an astute manager of churchly affairs, a distinction earned while serving 
pastorates at Holy Cross Church in Trenton and Sacred Heart Church in South Amboy.
There wasn't too much Father Czernecki could do about making any drastic changes in the physical 
appearance of the parish plant as had the "miracle worker" before him. He sensed his rightful task as 
pastor would be to make the parish's fiscal operations economically sound through good management.
Even though the new rector's fiscal budget was directed at debt reduction and the costly upkeep of 
normal maintenance services, he still managed to install a new central heating system and rubber 
flooring in the church. He also honored Father Wierzynski's last request to use the $3,000 from his 
life's savings bequeathed in the will to the church for a new altar. However, the sum was much less 
than half of what was needed to purchase the kind of altar that would harmonize with the majestic 
interior. Parishioners moved by the petition subscribed the additional amount to buy the $8,000 altar 
presently in use with the statue of fatherly St. Joseph looking down from a niche above the tabernacle.
Depression Stuns Nation
Father Czernecki's ten-year tenure began midway during the carefree period popularly known as 
"The Roaring 20's" or "The Golden Age of Sports." Life was a lark and sports were the medium 
used to escalate celebrations in the free-wheeling days. Baseball showcased home run hitting Babe 
Ruth, football meant Illinois U's elusive Red Grange, golfdom's headlines went to the incompara-
ble Bobby Jones. Boxing reached the first million-dollar gate with the first Jack Dempsey-Gene 
Tunney heavyweight championship fight staged in Philadelphia for the country's Sesqui-Centennial 
celebration in 1926. Charles A. Lindbergh, an airmail pilot, became a world hero for flying solo his 
monoplane, "The Spirit of St. Louis," from New York in 33 non-stop hours to Paris on May 20-21, 
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1927. Before the golden decade ended, the stock market collapse in October, 1929, triggered the 
greatest world-wide Depression in history.
The nation sat stunned as it helplessly watched men being thrown out of work while plant after plant 
closed down due to lack of orders and buying power. Wages plummeted downward with many jobs 
back at the ten-cents an hour level for those lucky enough to find work in a labor market glutted 
with unemployed men. World commerce was almost at a standstill and great fortunes were wiped 
out overnight.
Bank failures multiplied, adding misery to the depositors who lost their life savings mostly through 
a panic-stricken rush for large withdrawals while ready cash was not on hand. Public confidence 
in banking was restored after the banks were temporarily closed by Presidential decree in 1933. 
Subsequent legislation prohibited investment banks from engaging in deposit banking and savings 
became Federally insured.
Scrip 'Money'
Harking back to the nightmarish Depression, it is almost impossible in this land of plenty, for anyone 
who did not live through the experience, to visualize long lines of impoverished people without 
hope waiting patiently daily for food. To cope with the emergency, municipalities adopted "scrip 
certificates," a form of currency to bridge the tight-money gap.
Father Czernecki struggled valiantly through the same financial problems that beset his fellow 
pastors in all churches. Home foreclosures were common, forcing many families to double-up in 
single dwelling units. The spiritual leaders did everything in their power to help these families keep 
the faith and stay together both physically as well as materially.
Failing health limited Father Czernecki's activities for the most part of his last five years at St. Jo-
seph's. A prolonged illness in 1934 resulted in a leave of absence and the appointment of Reverend 
Adalbert Tomaszewski, the first assistant pastor, as administrator for a few months. In the fall, a 
slow recovery prompted the seventy-year-old pastor to resign. The action was motivated not only 
by poor health but also because of his desire to see a full-time spiritual leader at the parish while it 
was nearing its fullest potential of 3,000 families, representing some 10,000 souls. The lingering 
sickness never left the aging pastor in the seven years he spent in retirement. He died in 1941. and 
his mortal remains rest in Holy Cross Cemetery in Trenton.

THE FORWARD YEARS
Since the dawn of civilization, history is strewn with great figures who trod the paths of greatness 
in every age, in every nation, in every field. Basically man is a gregarious and enigmatic creature, 
who inherently wants to be led by a leader of stature. He often acts against his own better judgment, 
ignores the truth and commits acts against God. Whenever a real or stimulating leadership is lacking 
in fact, he'll create his own ideal either with a fabulous myth or in fiction. In recent times man has 
invented such legendary characters as Paul Bunyan, hero of American- Canadian lumber camps; 
Robin Hood, the generous English outlaw; and William Tell, a patriot who inspired the unification 
and independence of the Swiss nation.
In the seventy-five year history of St. Joseph's, the parishioners never found reason to adopt an 
imaginary figure who would lead them on their goal toward God. All seven pastors were real and 
not a figment of someone's fancy. They were superior in their chosen field, worthy of being fol-
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lowed and emulated. But, as in all things, one stands out prominently above the others. His deeds 
will long be remembered by those whose privilege it was to serve God and humanity under his 
peerless guidance. Because truth is often stranger than fiction, his actions will grow more and more 
legendary with the passage of time.
Like fruit from a cornucopia of life, God's blessings were showered from His bounty on St. Joseph's 
from the first day Monsignor Strenski stepped into his new role as sixth shepherd of souls here until 
he retired as pastor emeritus thirty-one years later. Every act he performed followed the priestly 
advice he adopted for himself with the motto, "For God and Country," on his ordination to the Holy 
Priesthood on June 21, 1905.
Twice within a span of twenty-five years, a serious illness which befell Father Czernecki became the 
key factor in changes between the two men. The first came in 1910 with Father Strenski's debut as 
pastor of Sacred Heart Church in South Amboy, where five years earlier he served his "apprentice-
ship" under Father Czernecki. The last change wrote the opening chapters of "The Forward Years" 
story of Monsignor Strenski at St. Joseph's, where he became noted not only for his achievements but 
also for his hereditary longevity. Nearly all members of the Strenski family lived to a ripe old age.
Sold Furniture
Monsignor Arthur Bruno Strenski was completing his tenth year at St. Hedwig's Church in Trenton 
when reached for his appointment here by Bishop Moses E. Kiley, who in 1934 succeeded Bishop 
John J. McMahon. The Depression was still in full swing on his arrival in Camden September 28, 
1934, with all his earthly possessions packed in one suitcase and a small trunk that contained me-
mentos left by his mother and a set of books published in 1898 by one of his favorite authors, "The 
Complete Works of W. C. Brann, The Iconoclast," who was a wizard of words.
Father Martin Lipinski, who succeeded him at Trenton, served here for a time as an assistant pastor. 
Once he remarked to Adolph Kmiec, a visiting friend from Camden, that he was surprised to find 
only one chair in the office and scant furnishings throughout the rec-tory. What happened to the 
furniture? It was sold by Monsignor Strenski to help the poor of the parish at a time when seventy 
per cent of St. Hedwig's able-bodied men were idled by a scarcity of work.
Arrived Unheralded
Countless words have been written about Monsignor Strenski's life-work, but not one word ap-
peared in the daily press 011 the day he arrived unheralded and alone in a city where within a short 
space of time his name would become synonymous with the institution placed under his care. On 
the twenty-fifth anniversary of his pastorship here in 1959, the parishioners published a souvenir 
booklet, hailing his sterling performances and recalling a few events in the news the day he came 
here, which fell on a Friday.
Typical of the times, national interest was spotlighted on the Lindbergh baby kidnaping case and a 
mediation board which had been named by the President to settle the long, drawn-out textile workers' 
strike. Locally, news stories told about police raids on illegal stills, even though Prohibition repeal 
was effected the year before.
Of international significance, the Queen of England officiated at the launching of the "Queen Mary," 
a huge ocean liner built at Clydesdale, Scotland. What makes the observation interesting now is 
that the vessel made its final trans-oceanic crossing late in 1967, after which it was retired from 
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service. Last year Monsignor Strenski retired at 86. His durability can be compared to the iron-clad 
ship - both remained steadfastly on one job over three decades.
In an historical assessment, the most fruitful and glorious age in the annals of St. Joseph's are the 
bold and imaginative years of Monsignor Strenski. He wrote between the lines what his predecessors 
laid down before him. Every move he made had a definite purpose. First he reactivated all the parish 
societies, then he gave them a place to exercise their new-found energy. He excavated five feet deeper 
below the low- ceilinged basement under the old school and redeveloped it into a combination hall 
and cafeteria for the school children. It bothered him to watch the small children crunching goodies 
at lunchtime instead of eating a good, wholesome meal.
The basement renovation investment has proven profitable as well as useful through the years. The 
rooms are used for meetings and frequent social gatherings in a location popularly known as the 
lower parish hall. Proceeds from social events held here annually provide much needed revenue for 
manpower requirements to operate adequate maintenance services in the expansive parish buildings.
Develops Cemetery
Monsignor Strenski scored a big hit with the parishioners early in his new administration with the 
acquisition of a tract of land in Chews Landing, about eight miles from Camden, on which he de-
veloped a cemetery. He completed the transaction so shrewdly that no one knew about it until the 
sale was completed. Not even the seller, who expressed regrets later when real estate values zoomed 
fantastically upwards, surmised what the pastor had in mind for the grounds; least of all a cemetery.
While the seventeen and a half acres were being cleared of wild woodland in preparation for the 
public blessing by Bishop Kiley on Memorial Day, 1936, a dying thirteen-year-old girl expressed 
the wish to be the first one buried in the Christian soil of St. Joseph's Cemetery. Quietly, the always-
ready-to-please pastor rearranged his original plans. He performed a private blessing on the spot 
where Dorothy Popiolek lies buried. Strangely, the girl's last name means "little ashes" in Polish.
Before long another additional seven and a half bargain acres, directly opposite the main entrance, 
were bought on the advice of a reliable source. A prosperous used car dealer was planning to buy 
the land for use as a junkyard. While the wooded area will never become a part of the cemetery, the 
farsighted prelate at least prevented an eyesore developing over which he would have had no con-
trol. Subsequently, another "heads up" deal at an adjoining tract raised the cemetery's total acreage 
to thirty- three, where at full capacity there will be space for more than 10,000 graves. Over 3,000 
dead have been laid to rest the first thirty-one years. If the same average is maintained in the future, 
burials will continue there for about seventy more years.
Junior High School
Foremost in Monsignor Strenski's plan of life has been the furtherance of education for the children. 
He was always ready to accept newness with a keen awareness of the role of education in modern 
society's contribution to the Christian formation of youth. From the first day he served as a young 
chaplain to the State Institution at Rahway, and for Homeless Boys at Jamestown, his interest never 
waned when it came to the problems of juveniles. He consecrated his entire life to giving youth 
every possible opportunity for self-improvement and intellectual training under orderly guidance.
Coming from a parish where most of the children (1,100) were enrolled for Catholic education, he 
was shocked to learn more children here were attending public schools in preference to the ample 
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school facilities pro¬vided by the founding parents for their descendants. He discovered the reason 
and in a brief span reversed the trend while at the same time revitalizing the parish's whole educa-
tional system with the establishment of a junior high school, just as he had done at St. Hedwig's for 
free advanced education. Ten years later the school developed into a four-year high school, in spite 
of some interference by a second global war.
Germany Invades Poland
The causes of World War II are too numerous and complex to be reduced to a single, convenient 
generalization. The war began with the surprise attack on Poland by Germany on September 1,1939. 
Hundreds of parishioners were streaming out of the church after the eleven o'clock High Mass 
while newspaper boys greeted them with shouts to buy a special Sunday War Extra published by 
the weekday Philadelphia Evening Bulletin. The bold headline declared England and France were 
at war with Germany, redeeming a pledge to aid beleaguered Poland. The Polish-German frontier 
was 1,200 miles long. Hitler threw twenty- seven lightning divisions against Poland, in-cluding 
Germany's mighty armored forces. In a few days it became clear the French and British would not 
attack from the air so the Germans reinforced their Polish invasion with a total of 2,600 aircraft.
History has recorded that all Poland could do in defense against the blitzkrieg type of warfare was 
to muster thirty-nine infantry divisions, a few cavalry brigades and 403 operational aircraft until 
seventeen days later the Russsian Army stabbed Poland in the back. The Soviet horde occupied 
nearly half of the country in its savage carnival of bloodshed and heartbreak. But this did not knock 
the Polish people out of the war. The Polish spirit of freedom sparked by their age-old cry, "We're 
not servants but we'll serve," drove the government-in-exile to form a new Polish army made up of 
military escapees from the homeland and of Poles from all over the world. They fought with honor 
in Norway, France, North Africa and when the war finally ended, the Poles were fighting at our side 
under General Mark W. Clark in Italy.
Portrait of Hell
The United States was drawn into the war on December 7, 1941, after Japan's sneak attack on Pearl 
Harbor inflicted great loss of life and property. While the young were being mustered into the armed 
forces, civilian life was geared into an all-out effort to win the peace. Food, gasoline, and life's other 
necessities were rationed under price controls and victory gardens sprouted all over the nation.
Once again the sorrows of war tempered St. Joseph's jubilation on reaching a festive milestone. 
Monsignor Strenski was the celebrant of the Golden Jubilee Mass on October 24, 1942, and a dinner 
was served for 1,300 guests later in the afternoon in Camden's old Convention Hall. An informative 
souvenir book tracing the fifty-year history of St. Joseph's was written and produced in Polish by 
Dr. Karol Wachtl. A surprising number of books remain yet in the possession of parishioners.
The death of President Roosevelt stunned the country on April 12, 1945, a few months after he was 
elected to an unprecedented fourth consecutive term. Vice President Harry Truman was President 
when Germany surrendered on May 7, 1945. Three months later the world got its first portrait of 
hell in the shape of a mushroom cloud when the United States exploded an atomic bomb over Japan 
on August 6, 1945, eight days before the war ended in the Pacific.
Over 1,600 sons and daughters of the parish were engaged in the defense of their country in every 
branch of service on every continent. A bronze plaque, installed April 3, 1949, in the vestibule at 
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the entrance to the church bears the names of thirty-seven young men of the parish who paid the 
supreme sacrifice.
Classes Kept Growing
The war slowed down Monsignor Strenski's timetable for advanced educational opportunities; nev-
ertheless, the number of students attending the junior high school's classes kept growing larger each 
year. In the meantime, vacant stores in the vicinity were rented as a makeshift provision to alleviate 
the compact conditions. Wartime restrictions on building materials prevailed until the first post-war 
year. On the tenth commencement day of the two- year secondary school, an understandably proud 
priest announced to the class the founding of a four-year St. Joseph High School.
Members of the first graduating class of thirty-four in 1949 were mixed into the large gathering 
present at the ground-breaking functions later that year for a two-story structure facing Mt. Ephraim 
Avenue, near St. Joseph's Church Chapel Annex that was made available in 1943 to relieve congestion 
at Sunday Masses in the church eight city-blocks away from the new hub of parish activity. The site 
was the only suitable place for such an undertaking in a fully-developed neighborhood.
A long and careful survey of the parish confines revealed that options could be obtained on two 
corner lots owned by the city. The lone building fronting the 259 feet of ground stretching along the 
Avenue was used by a cinder-block company with a workshop on Decatur Street enclosed by a high 
wooden fence. The Dayton Street side measured 163 feet and compared favorably with the 54,000 
square feet area at Liberty-Mechanic. The die was cast and the rest is history, but not without the 
travail that accompanies the creation of something out of nothing. Financial difficulties besieged the 
confident pastor at every turn before construction began and continued until his indomitable spirit 
finally overcame every roadblock with the culmination of his dream come true.
Gives "Angels" Credit
Much of Monsignor Strenski's success can be traced to his thorough knowledge of an innate trait 
which the Polish people possess, that can be compared to a Missourian's "show me" attitude. He had 
less than $40,000 in the "kitty" (a carefree expression he used for the high school building fund) on 
the day the first spadeful of earth was moved aside, rather hopefully, for a one million dollar-plus 
school. "I had to show them something was being done," he reassuringly told supporters who began 
to worry about a big appetite but only a small bite.
Endless accounts truly associated with the project now begin to show a tinge of legendary flavor 
which should blossom into more fictional prose as time passes on. The principal figure just brushes 
off all credit while pointing to the sacrifices and heroics of his "angels" from among the clergy as 
well as the laity.
Too many years have dimmed recollections, but occasionally an opportunity arises to single out 
someone for an exceptional deed beyond the call of duty. He often spoke kindly of the late Frank 
Lokaj, a hauling contractor, who volunteered with his workers to excavate the land without cost and 
paying fifty cents for every dirt-load carted away. "We saved anywhere between $3,000 to $5,000 
on this alone," the pastor cheerfully noted.
There were many other self-effacing parishioners in various trades and professions who shared 
silently in Monsignor's private give-away program of work and building materials to complete the 
job. But most gratefully remembered is Joseph Skublicki, an electrical equipment industrialist, who 
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shadowed the devoted pastor's daily putterings around the construction site where they both became 
experts on the condition of each brick before it was placed on the foundations.
The Mystery Package
Once in a while his listeners strike a bonanza, such as occurred last year when the Southern New 
Jersey Division of the Polish American Congress elected Skublicki as the community's "Man of the 
Year." The ailing prelate was living at St. Joseph's Convalescent Home for Priests in upstate New 
York, where news reached him that his old construction partner was being honored. Unexpectedly 
he joined in the tribute here in an electrifying setting. The large crowd received the pastor with a 
standing five-minute ovation. He strode firmly to the rostrum at his turn to speak. In a quiet voice 
weakened by illness he told little-known stories about the guest of honor, drawn from a deep well 
of memories, and kept interest at a high level. Especially the revelation about the unopened mystery 
package found in a rectory waste basket just before it was salvaged from the incinerator.
To this day no one present at the time is sure how the anonymously wrapped brown lunchbag got 
into the rectory unnoticed. Smaller surprises with the Skublicki trademark had come before but 
never with $5,000 in cash. The overjoyed pastor reckoned it was the work of an "angel" at a time 
when priority was given to all school bills, while the parish priests tightened their belts on a steady 
diet of payless weeks. More than once when payday did roll around, the checks would be more like 
promissory notes. The paymaster would whisper out of the side of his mouth, "Don't cash it until I 
tell you." Fathers Leonard Mroczkowski, Edward Kordasiewicz, Stanislaus Kolton, Stanley Krzy-
siak and Ladislaus Bazela majored in tight finance under the tutelage of a master. Today, each in his 
own right is a successful pastor.
Extends Parish's Heart
Monsignor Strenski is factual proof that much of our creative work comes from men who are in their 
late years. At fifty-five most men are bridled to the arbitrary industrial retirement age of the sunset 
sixties. In his case it was the beginning of St. Joseph's fruitful Forward Years. He labored diligently 
for his parish and South Jersey's Polonia besides doing important diocesan work for his Church. He 
was also found in related fields working for his community, his state and the nation.
During the past three decades, broadening social benefits in our complex fabric of social protection 
for the individual brought workmen's and unemployment compensation, social security, group 
health insurance, insured educational plans, and organized charities like the House of Charity and 
the United Fund.
Twenty-seven years ago he extended the parish's heart for social protection to four small buildings 
on an experimental basis which developed into St. Mary's Home for the Aged on Kresson Road in 
Cherry Hill (formerly a part of Haddonfield). At his behest Bishop Eustace invited the Little Sisters 
of the Immaculate Conception of Stara-Wies, Poland, to staff the home. Three Sisters arrived from 
Poland in September, 1940, and immediately joined the busy Monsignor with saws and hammers 
to restore a four-room bungalow with a chapel and three smaller cottages alongside for use by their 
elderly guests. The industrious quartet even cultivated the weed-overgrown field by continuous 
plowing and before long they were ministering to the needs of twenty aged persons, thirteen women 
and seven men.
On March 13, 1942, the 186-acre farmland was incorporated. Growth problems resulting from 
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insufficient social security benefits for the aged, who wanted to pay at least partially for their care, 
were solved for a spell when the diocese embraced the charity as its own responsibility and a large 
two-story building was erected in 1952. When Archbishop Damiano instituted the Diocese of Cam-
den's House of Charity in 1965, the facility was renamed St. Mary's Nursing Home and now serves 
as the hub of such Catholic projects, regardless of race or creed, as a Child Development Center 
for Retarded Children, a Brothers' Monastery at the center, the Mater Dei Convalescent Home, St. 
Elizabeth's Pre-Natal Clinic, Our Lady's Residence for Aged and Sick, and Vianney Villa for Priests. 
The charities are supported by all parishes based on an assigned quota according to families. St. 
Joseph's $8,000 quota was oversubscribed in each fund campaign just like in 1947 when ground 
was broken for Our Lady of Lourdes Hospital.
Priest Fifty Years
A public testimonial saluted the fast-moving pastor on his Golden Sacerdotal Jubilee at the age 
of seventy-five in 1955. Over 800 persons joined in an impressive tribute held in the high school 
auditorium. This time, however, he was hailed by a lavish editorial published in the Camden Cou-
rier-Post. But still, it wasn't time to rest. Like a weather-beaten mariner sailing over stormy seas he 
moved ahead. In the calm of 1958, with the high school mortgage settled at a safe level, his academic 
barometer began rising again. The revolutionary advances in technological and electronic fields 
guided his final major development for education. He redoubled the size of the block-long "Greater 
St. Joseph High School." Consequently, the expansion made possible a broader curricula, gained 
added prestige to the school and alumni, and increased the enrollment to nearly 900 students. The
commencement class of 1967 numbered 225, bringing the grand total to 2,205 graduates trained by 
the Felician Sisters. Until Father Stanley L. Wisniewski was named principal last year, the school 
was directed by a well- qualified appointee from the Congregation of Sisters of Saint Felix.
Bilingual Services
In the spectrum of human behavior where the dog-bites-man formula is true, the good that men do is 
seldom read as a feature story in a national magazine. Raising a million-dollar school from scratch is 
less newsworthy than a $100 bribe to a crook. After the 1967 racial uprisings a writer for a national 
publication analyzing the causes of a breakdown of law concluded, among other things, a part of 
the blame should be placed on the Roman Catholic hierarchy of large cities because, he charged, 
until lately they encouraged ethnic insularity by conducting services in the old-country languages.
St. Joseph's Church Chapel Annex was founded December 8, 1943, to relieve overcrowded conditions 
in the church at Tenth and Mechanic Streets. The Annex accommodates 400 worshipers.
The absurdity of the story's contention can be refuted by Monsignor Strenski, whose facile mind 
worked years in advance of his time. Thirty years before St. Joseph's congregation heard bilingual 
Gospels and sermons at every Mass, and for the past twenty years only one early Mass is offered in 
Polish out of six in the main church and four at the chapel. The changeover gained added momentum 
as ethnic inter-marriages increased. In recent years this too has reflected in the religious personnel 
assigned to assist in the parish. Father John Byrnes and Father Thomas Daughen both expressed 
regrets they couldn't stay longer to polish up on their Polish. Of the present curates only Father An-
thony Zemrowski is of Polish extraction. The two other assistant pastors are Fathers John O'Connor 
and Francis Leonard. In residence is Father Wisniewski, high school principal, and Father Richard 
Kunzman, chaplain for West Jersey Hospital.
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The Polish-born pastor couldn't be cited as being ethnically narrow-minded because he always fos-
tered the continuation of time-honored Christian customs of Poland; particularly the distinct Polish 
traditions cherished universally by Poles: the "Swienconka" (blessing of food baskets) at Eastertime, 
and "Oplatkowa Wilja" (family-sharing of blessed wafers) on Christmas Eve.
Flight to Suburbia
One of Monsignor Strenski's biggest disappointments has been the flight to suburbia that is slowly 
decimating the parish's family rolls. The suburban building boom after the Korean War in 1953 was 
spurred by the government on attractive home loans to veterans. He was puzzled by those who left 
good, solid homes with a debt-free school and church plus many other conveniences provided by their
parents in exchange for a heavy, long-term mortgage.
It annoyed him to hear people say they moved to improve their children's environment, where there 
would be more outdoor space. He reasoned they could have done just as well by keeping their low-
cost maintenance home and with a much smaller loan build a modest cottage by a lake or seashore 
as a weekend retreat or where the children could spend the whole summer in outdoor enjoyment. 
The children grow up fast, he reasoned, and leave an empty family nest and several additional years 
of mortgage payments to be met with the help of good health.
Awarded Papal Medal
Most men of achievement pass on before they enter a Hall of Fame. St. Joseph's octogenarian fol-
lowed a simple rule to enjoy the taste of the fruit he cultivated. He remained young at heart for a 
long lifetime studded with ecclesiastical honors as well as civic citations. He became a Domestic 
Prelate in 1926 and a Prothonotary Apostolic in 1949. A singularly personal recognition came eight 
years ago while the parish was marking the twenty-fifth year of his pastoral service here in 1959. 
For filial devo¬tion to his Church and the papacy, he received from Pope John XXIII the rare Pro 
Ecclesia et Pontifice medal brought from Rome by Bishop McCarthy.
Many more leaves would have been plaited into his wreath of laurels if Father Time, the inexorable 
antagonist of everything mortal, had only left him to his own judgments a mite longer. Illness began 
to stalk him while he readied the church's interior months ahead of the Diamond Jubilee celebration. 
He modernized the electrical system and lighting with colorful fixtures that blend perfectly within 
a stately internal grandeur, enhanced by fresh mural paintings on the walls and ceiling.
As a fitting climax to an illustrious priestly career, he added a staid dignity to the sacred spot where 
he humbly served the Lord over sixty-two years. Earlier he installed a marble communion rail and 
now for his last act as a pastor he completed his sanctuary image with marble flooring, two matching 
side marble altars, and a center altar of gleaming marble, where the priest faces the congregation 
for the liturgical dialogue Mass.
Retires at Eighty-Seven
A respiratory weakness became more frequent in 1965, requiring longer rest periods. He found 
comfort on visits to the warmer clime of Florida where his sister lived before her untimely death 
last year following an automobile accident. Because of the parish's complex plant operations, Arch-
bishop Damiano relieved him of administrative duties on March 17, 1966. Monsignor Ladislaus 
Bazela was summoned to serve as administrator. He assumed full responsibility as pastor shortly 
thereafter when the retiring pastor, nearing his 87th year, became St. Joseph's first pastor emeritus.
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The retirement has been a wonderful tonic. With fiscal problems no longer a burden to shoulder, he 
has recovered his health. The quick step has returned and a sparkling light in his eyes reflects joy 
in living. He still possesses a sharp, retentive mind. As one of the central figures in the Diamond 
Jubilee celebration, at the dinner closing the observance, he traced without a single note the complete 
history of the parish until his time. He concluded by saying, "I don't have to tell you what happened 
after that because you know what you did and I am very grateful."

THE ECUMENICAL YEARS

Life in the next quarter-century will not be as simple as it was seventy-five years ago. At the dawn of 
the computerized space-age, for the first time in man's history he has the power to destroy all living 
things on earth. How well that power over the future is used will depend largely on man's belief in 
God and his behavior to his fellow man. The only defense against fissionable weapons is peace and 
human brotherhood. Should human values continue to shrink in favor of temporal gains, nothing 
less than complete annihilation of mankind must follow.
The most dramatic appeal for world peace was made by Pope Paul VI before the United Nations 
General Assembly on October 4, 1965. With all the world tuned in, he pleaded for peace and urged 
disarmament: "If you wish to be brothers let the weapons fall from your hands." During his four-
teen-hour stay in New York, the first Pope to visit our country celebrated Mass in Yankee Stadium 
and conferred with President Lyndon B. Johnson. Before returning by jet plane to Rome, he stopped 
off at the Vatican Pavilion at the New York World's Fair, where he had sent the famous "Pieta" for 
the exhibition.
The durability, strength and greatness of the true Church lies in the indestructible flexibility to meet 
changing times with a changeless Christ. Holy Mother Church was fully aware of the growing world 
secularization following two destructive wars, but did not act hastily. A papal encyclical letter, Me-
diator Dei, from Pope Pius XII in 1947, brought the first change for the Holy Week devotions. In 
1958 an instruction from Rome introduced the first dialogue Mass.
In September, 1962, Monsignor Bazela was in his sixth year as pastor of St. Aloysius Church in Oak-
lyn, when the greatest secular challenge in centuries was met through external changes set in motion 
by the Fathers of the Second Vatican Council. The changes were made to express and to encourage 
a transformation which is internal to each Christian, his growth and maturing in the praise of God.
World-wide sorrow and joy came in the momentous year of 1963. The Roman Catholic Church 
entered a period of mourning following the death of Pope John XXIII on June 3rd, and rejoiced 
twenty-seven days later when Cardinal Montini was crowned Pope Paul VI, the 262nd pontiff, in 
ceremonies at the Vatican. The new Holy Father carried on the work of his predecessor by presenting 
on December 4th the Liturgy Constitution of Vatican Council II to a world saddened by the tragic 
assassination of President John F. Kennedy on November 22nd in Dallas, Texas.
Epoch-Making Step
The epoch-making step by the Ecumenical Council remodeled reverence, age-old customs and worship 
to fit modern times. Secular society was being transformed so the Christian Church also changed. It 
is an historic fact that the Church has always adapted its worship to suit the needs of its people. This 
was the fundamental idea which formed the basis of what Pope John XXIII called "aggiornamento," 
the updating of Christian thought and life. Family renewal now means total involvement
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by the laity with God, and a more active role for the layman in church functions through renewal 
in worship and renewal in Christian living.
The Sacrifice of the Holy Mass in the Ecumenical Years is not just something to attend or hear. It is 
something one does by joining with others in public prayer and song in the most important part of 
his parish's spiritual life. The old, multi-fixtured devotional scene has been replaced by eucharistie 
participation and devotion. A rising appreciation of the vernacular liturgy, with its lay lectors, its 
priests facing the people, its singing and collective responses.
New Adventures in Grace
Nothing in this world can set aside an age- old truth that tomorrow is built upon today, but the to-
day and tomorrows are based on yesterday. St. Joseph's seventh pastor has, among other excellent 
credentials, the training, educational background, experience and proper temperament to guide his 
flock through the hopeful years that lie ahead toward new adventures in grace for the ecumenical 
tomorrows.
Eighteen years ago the son of Ladislaus and Frances (Warych) Bazela became Father Ladis¬laus 
Joseph Bazela on June 11, 1949, the day of his ordination to the priesthood by Bishop Eustace in 
Camden's Immaculate Conception Cathedral. He was born March 27, 1925, and trained by the Fe-
lician Sisters at St. Hedwig's (grade) and Salesianum (high) schools in Wilmington, Delaware. His 
theological studies were completed at the Seminary of SS. Cyril and Methodius after he earned a 
Bachelor of Arts degree from St. Mary's College, both of Orchard Lake, Michigan.
Father Bazela won special recognition for exceptional academic achievements, and three months 
after being ordained he sailed for Europe to study Canon Law at the Pontifical Athaneum in Rome. 
The three years of study and travel gave him a keen insight into Continental living besides a degree 
of Doctor of Sacred Jurisprudence in 1952. He added Italian and German to the French, Latin and 
Greek languages he had studied in school, and the Polish tongue of his family's origin.
Returning to work for the Camden Diocese, he was named Vice Chancellor and advisor concerning 
canonical matters. Chancery duties, however, did not prevent him from carrying on other secular 
labors. While in residence he assisted at two South Camden parishes, Sacred Heart Church and St. 
Joseph's. Here in 1956 he was made Secretary of the Matrimonial Tribunal and with the Synod of 
that year, became a Synodal Judge of the diocese. On August 11, 1956, Bishop Eustace assigned 
him to his first pastorate at nearby St. Aloysius Church, where on August 7, 1947, he was appointed 
Vice- Officialis of the diocesan Marriage Tribunal.
Raised in Rank
Father Bazela's brilliant juridical work did not go unnoticed by the Camden hierarchy. Bishop Mc-
Carthy, who succeeded Bishop Eustace on his death December 11, 1956, and Archbishop Damiano, 
who followed after Bishop McCarthy's sudden passing on December 26, 1959, were both impressed 
as well as appre¬ciative of his efforts on behalf of the diocese and his parish. Ten years after Father 
Bazela entered the priesthood Pope John XXIII raised  him in rank to Papal Chamberlain on October 
3, 1959, and less than five years later Pope Paul elevated him to Domestic Prelate on June 13, 1964.
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Observed Poland's Millennium
In the first ecumenical year at St. Joseph's, Monsignor Bazela and Monsignor Strenski were in the 
vanguard of parishioners who crossed the threshold of Poland's Christian Millennium together with 
Poles all over the world. The event here on October 9, 1966, observed Poland's baptism into Christi-
anity one thousand years ago with an outdoor Mass celebrated by Archbishop Damiano and attended 
by more than 3,000 persons assembled in Whitman Park. Other thousands lined the neighborhood 
sidewalks before the Mass to watch a two-hour long parade which used a religious-patriotic theme 
in honor of the millennium and America's great revolutionary hero, General Pulaski.
Early in 1967, a five-week post-millennium cultural exhibition of "Art Treasures of Poland" was held 
in Philadelphia's Museum of Art. Hundreds of Polish descendants from Camden joined thousands of 
compatriots in Philadelphia to view the 127 pieces of priceless artifacts and paintings on loan from 
Wawel National Museum of Cracow and Warsaw.
Celebrate Diamond Jubilee
A series of spiritual, cultural and social events marked St. Joseph's 75th anniversary celebration. 
Stretching over an eight-month period, the commemorative observance opened on a spiritual note 
with a two-week Mission for men and women in March. St. Lucia's Choir saluted the parish with a 
concert in May. Over 1,000 persons attended a rain-marred family picnic in August, and St. Rita's 
Society held a three-day exhibit of objects dating back to the founding years. The Pulaski Day parade 
in October used the diamond jubilee theme, and two weeks later a concelebrated Mass on October 
22nd closed the anniversary celebration with a dinner in the evening at Cherry Hill Inn. Bishop James 
L. Schad, named administrator by the Diocesan Consultors following Archbishop Damiano's death 
on October 2nd, was the principal figure at both exercises. Father John Nowak, a son of the parish 
and pastor of St. Mary's Church, Bound Brook, N.J., preached the jubilee sermon.
St. Joseph's centennial in 1992 will be only a few years away from Christendom's third millennium. 
There are many clean pages on which the next history will be written because mankind must think 
and move constantly. While man reflects about what lies in the past as well as the future, he must 
see the danger of his time on earth and preserve that which is good. Men and nations can only be 
saved through religion.


